144	.        SYNTAX
following are all the types in which doubt can arise, except
that each of these may occur in either number, and in past
or present. The form that would be required by analogy
(keeping the original Sh. or W.) is given first, and the one
generally used instead is added in brackets. Reporting
/ shall never succeed, we get
You said you should (would) never succeed.
He says he shall (will) never succeed.
Reporting you will (or he will) never succeed, we get
You say I will (shall) never succeed.
He said I would (should) never succeed.
Even those persons who have generally a just confidence
in their own correctness about Sh. and W. will allow that
they have some doubt about the first pair ; and nearly every
one will find W. in the second pair, however reasonable and
consistent, intolerable.
If the reader will now go through the four sentences again,
and substitute for succeed the phrase do it (which may or may
not mean succeed], he will see that the orthodox should and
shall of the first pair become actually more natural than the
commoner would and will; and that even in the second pair
will and would are now tolerable. The reason is that with do
it there is risk of confusion with the reported forms of / will
never do it and you shall never do it, which are not plain futures,
but coloured futures meaning something quite different.
Eeported questions present the same difficulties. Again
those only are doubtful that belong to the plain future.
There, for instance, reporting Shall you do it f we can say
by the correct analogy / asked him whether he should; and
we generally do so if the verb, as here, lends itself to
ambiguity: / asked him whether he would do it is liable
to be mistaken for the report of Will you do it?—a request.
If on the other hand (as in reporting Shall you be there?}
there is little risk of misunderstanding, / asked him whether
he would is commoner. And again it is only in extreme cases,

